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Space: Notes on the Thought of Luce Irigaray
Abstract
In March 2015, a conference was held in New York entitled Feminism in Architecture 2015, and subtitled, ‘We
need to change our expectations. We need new models of success. We need to change what and how we teach’.
I made an application, and I suggested adding to the subtitle ‘And we need an evolution in love’ (it was not
accepted). And yet, the concept of affect, but not apparently affection, is a current conversation in
architecture. The question of atmosphere and affect, of space and mood, has been pondered in a number of
conferences recently including: Atmospheres (University of Manchester, July 2015), with the British place-
poet Simon Armitage as keynote speaker, and Sites of Production (UCL, London, July 2015), with Gernot
BÖhme in attendance. And, for Gernot Böhme, an important philosopher in this field, the “whatness” of our
immediate surroundings is understood through affect. Importantly, he argues (and this is his interest to the
architectural profession) this vague and poetic experience of atmosphere and affect is described as the
authentic dialogue of architecture; a discourse specific to architecture and borrowed neither from engineers
nor art historians.
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